How Scandit Augmented Reality (AR) Can
Transform the Customer Journey in Your Store

Adding AR to self-scanning shopping apps combines the best of e-commerce
and physical stores to create a whole new world of shopping.
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Cereals

Love a Bargain?
With MatrixScan AR, a shopper just hovers
their smartphone along a shelf to scan multiple
barcodes and see personalized offers.

3x

The customer will also
be reminded to scan
the right number of
products for the offer.

Brands embracing
personalization are
growing 2-3 times faster
than those who are not.
Boston Consulting Group
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Looking for something specific?
Search and Find with AR means the right product
will be highlighted on the screen as soon as the
device scans it. It’s a fantastic time-saver!
In this case, the AR overlay can quickly highlight a
low sodium product or find the healthiest meal.

40%

40% of consumers get frustrated
when they are unable to find
items in-store.
CapGemini Research Institute, ‘Smart Stores’ 2017
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Wine

Want to know more?
Give shoppers the wealth of information they’d
get online – with AR on their smartphone in the
aisle. For example, ingredients, specifications and
product sources.

Sauvignon
Blanc

£4.99

100m

Enjoy with:

With meat or fish? Here
the customer is able to
see what food works best
with this sauvignon blanc.

By end-2020, 100 million
consumers are expected
to shop using AR either
online or in-store.
Gartner
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What do others think?
Customers expect reviews, ratings and
recommendations when they’re shopping, it’s
the norm. With AR, they’ll see these opinions at
the same time as holding the product.

Wild Flower Detergent

Great for removing stains,
lovely fragrance and does
not irritate the skin.

x2.7

With a quick scan, the
customer is able to
research the best detergent
to remove persistent stains.

James, London UK
View more reviews

x2.7 conversion
increase when a
consumer can see a
review.

ADD TO BASKET

Reevoo

CHECKOUT

Self-Checkout

12:00

Fed up waiting?

Scan&Go
Basket

Price

Milk

£0.89

Cheese

£2.50

Ham

£1.99

Orange Juice

£1.50

Cola

£2.80

Butter

£1.75

Apples

£0.80

Total:

£63.55

Remove the need to touch self-checkout screens and
take the stress out of paying with Scan & Go. People
want convenience, faster checkout, and safe shopping.

84% customers say checkout
experience is important, it can
be equal to price or location.

84%

Forrester 2018
PAY NOW

There are many more benefits to
using AR in-store. And many others
are still to be explored.
We can help you discover them.
CONTACT US

The Best of e‑Commerce and
Brick and Mortar Stores
AR can also take your existing self-scanning
applications to another level.

Gamification

Customer
Retention

Scandit’s award winning mobile computer vision
software enables barcode scanning, text and object
recognition for enterprise apps and delivers real-time
insights through AR overlay.
Contact us:
Worldwide: +41 44 586 4540
USA: (415) 528 5050
www.scandit.com/contact-us
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